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Dagestan tur Hunt
azerbaijan june to september 2020
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azerbaijan

... Hunt in soutH west asia
Azerbaijan is a landlocked country in the Middle East between the Caspian Sea and the Cau-
casus. In the north, Azerbaijan borders on Russia (Dagestan), in the north-west on Georgia, 
in the south on Iran, on the west on Armenia, and on the exclave of Nachichevan, on Turkey. 
The capital of Azerbaijan is Baku (Azerbaijani Bakı), a major port on the Caspian Sea. The total 
area of the country is 86,600 square kilometers. Around 9.4 million people live in this area.

Until 1991, Azerbaijan was part of the Soviet Union and became only then independent. 
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impressions
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rifle + calibre + tropHies

Hunt in tHe mountains
Hunting in Azerbaijan on Dagestan Tur is certainly one of the most 
physically demanding hunts a hunter can cope with. Therefore, very 
good physical preparation and proper equipment is indispensable.

For clothing, we recommend a light but long-sleeved garment. For 
the ascent, it is recommended to choose a thin, light and breathable 
hunting gear. Once you have reached the summit, rest or lie in front 
of a pack of turs, we recommend to put on a thin fleece jacket.

Remember to bring  a thin mattress and a sleeping bag for the night 
as you stay in a tent in the mountain.

As optics, we recommend a light stalking bino like 8x42 or 10x42, 
in the mountains it´s always helpful to carry as little weight as 
possible. Choose a weapon with a high powered caliber like 7mm 
Remington, .300 Win. Mag or .338 Winchester Magnum. Shot dis-
tances are up to 300 meters, so a bipod is helpful. As with any other 
trophy and above all at a mountain hunt, it is a matter of stoping the  
game if possible directly at the spot. So choose a projectile, which 
has a great stop effect. 

Dagestan Ture (or also called East Caucasian Tur) are powerful 
mountain goats. The average length of the horns is between 70 cm 
and 90 cm, but each year stronger ones are taken as well!
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... a very gooD tur
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camp

sHeki oDer Quba
The two hunting areas are located northwest of Baku and are easily accessible by car.

On arrival day we stay at a Hotel in Baku. From there we will be picked up early the next morning and brought 
to the hunting area. Once in the area all the necessary equipment is loaded to the horses and from there on 
horseback to the base camp. Once in the base camp, you get to know your professional hunters for the coming 
days. Afterwards, each guest is required to take a test shot and the plan for the hunting days is discussed.

The next day is the first hunting day. 2 professional hunters and 2 guests set up the tent camp, the so-called 
„flycamps“ in the mountain, so that you can avoid the long ascent every morning. The hunt is always 1:1, whi-
le the tent camp is shared with another hunter from the group. It is not uncommon to see the first Turs even  
close from to the flycamp. Every morning you get up at sunrise and check the area with scopes. Depending on 
how fit the hunter is, the success usually comes quickly. As everywhere in the mountains: the fitter the hunter, 
the bigger the trophy ...

Experience a wonderful landscape and exciting hunting in Azerbaijan!

Jagdgebiete

Baku

Jagdgebiete
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Detail & cost

offer • hunt on Dagestan tur (season June 1st to october 1st)
• Circa 5 hunting days • 9 travelling days • Guidance 1:1 • experienced PH • accommo-
dation and meals in camp • translator • all necessary transports • trophyprepreparation 
• one Dagestan Tur

7.000,- €

Trophy fees
• 2. Tur    3.500.-€
• Refund non success    2.000.-€
• CITES         700.-€

Wounded counts as hit. Please inform us before 
the trip if you are interested in a second Tur

itinerary
1. Day - Arrival in Baku, hotelnight

2. Day - Transport to Sheki by car and from there by horse to the camp

3. Day - Hunt Dagestan Tur

4. Day - Hunt Dagestan Tur

5. Day - Hunt Dagestan Tur

6. Day - Hunt Dagestan Tur

7. Day - Hunt Dagestan Tur

8. Day - Return to Baku, hotelnight

9. Tag - flight back home

Not included
• international flights
• Booking fee 195.- €
• Trophyshipment
• Tips, personal expenses
• Visa 200.- €
• Hotelnights
• Formalitiespaket 350.- € (gun import permit, 
   CITES, meet and greet, Transports and
   translator)

We recommend purchasing travel insurance (not 
included in the hunting costs), K&K Premium 
Jagd GmbH terms and conditions apply (availa-
ble in full on request). Programs and prices are 
subject to change.
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